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Abstract 
In previous works, we have developed a novel class of agents called expert system agents. We have presented 

applications of the expert system agents in medicine.  The medical expert system agents eliminate some disadvantages of 
the medical expert systems. The possibility to use medical expert system agents in flexible hybrid medical diagnosis systems 
proves practically their intelligence. In this paper, we propose the endowment of the expert system agents with hybrid 
components. The proposed agents are called hybrid expert system agents. A hybrid expert system agent can solve more 
efficiently a larger variety of problems than the expert system agents can. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Expert systems are used for many difficult problems solving. As examples of applications of 
the expert systems, we mention the medical diagnoses elaborations. In previous works, we have 
proposed a novel class of agents called expert system agents [3, 4, 5, 12, 13]. The expert system 
agents (1) represent expert systems endowed with agents’ capabilities like, increased autonomy 
in operation, autonomous learning capability and cooperation capability with humans and other 
agents. 

Expert System Agent =  
< Expert System > + < Agents’ Capabilities >.                                  
(1) 

The expert system agents eliminate some disadvantages of the expert systems. In the 
following, we mention advantages of the expert system agents versus the expert systems [4, 12, 
13]. One of the main advantages consists in the increased autonomy in operation. The expert 
system agents can perceive the environment using their sensors, and can modify the 
environment using their efectors. The expert system agents can communicate with other agents 
and humans. The communication allows the endowment with cooperation capability in the 
problems solving. An expert system agent can cooperate with other agents and humans. The 
expert system agents can solve more flexibly and precisely problems than the traditional expert 
systems. The increased precision of the obtained problems solutions result from the 
cooperative problems solving. The flexibility in the problems solving, result from the 
cooperative problem allocation between the agents. If an agent cannot solve a problem, than 
may transmit the problem or subproblems of the problem for solving to other agents.  Expert 
system agents can be endowed with capabilities to help the humans in different problems 
solving. These agents are called assistant expert system agents [3, 4, 7]. 

The expert system agents can be endowed with medical diagnosis capability [3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 
12, 21]. These agents are called medical expert system agents. Medical expert system agents can 
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diagnosis in some situations more precisely illnesses than the medical expert systems [4]. 
Medical assistant expert systems can help the physicians in the diagnostics elaborations [3, 4]. 
They can verify details in a diagnostic elaboration that can be ignored by the physicians (for 
instance, important contraindications of a medicine). The use of the medical assistant expert 
systems increase the diagnostics accuracy elaborated by physicians [4]. In many situations, the 
cooperative diagnosis systems can elaborate diagnostics with a higher accuracy than the agents 
that operate in isolation [12]. 

In the papers [3, 4] are analyzed different aspects related with a novel hybrid diagnosis 
system. The novelty consists in the diagnosis system architecture, members and the cooperative 
diagnostics elaborations. The proposed diagnosis system is composed from physicians, medical 
expert system agents and medical assistant expert system agents. The cooperative problem 
solving in the diagnosis system is partially based on the blackboard-based problem solving [15]. The 
diagnosis system is proposed for difficult problems solving, like the diagnoses of combinations 
of illnesses (patients that suffer from combinations of illnesses). 

In the papers [5, 6] are analyzed different aspects related with a novel hybrid diagnosis 
system. The novelty consists in the diagnosis system architecture, the diagnosis system 
members and the cooperative diagnostics elaborations. The proposed diagnosis system is 
composed from physicians and medical expert system agents. The cooperative problem solving 
in the diagnosis system is based on a novel general cooperative problem solving described in 
[14]. The novel cooperative problem solving is partially based on the contract net task allocation 
protocol [19]. The main advantage of the proposed diagnosis system consists in the flexibility in 
solving of a large variety of diagnosis problems. Each diagnosis problem is transmitted to an 
agent member of the diagnosis system. In the following, the system will handle autonomously 
the problem, by finding step-by-step the capable agents to contribute to the problem solving. 

The expert system agents can solve intelligently difficult problems [13]. The use of the 
expert system agents in the hybrid medical diagnosis systems described in [3, 4, 5, 6] proves 
practically their intelligence. Expert system agents can solve flexibly and precisely medical 
diagnosis problems. 

Neural networks are used for many problems solving [1]. The neural networks as opposite to 
the agents do not interact directly with the environment. They cannot sense the environment 
with sensors and cannot execute actions in the environment. The neural networks cannot learn 
autonomously. A neural network cannot solve cooperatively problems with other artificial 
systems or humans. The capabilities mentioned before are necessary in some problems solving, 
which motivate the necessity to endow the neural networks with agents’ capabilities. 

In the next section, we propose a novel class of agents called hybrid expert system agents. 
The hybrid expert system agents represent expert system agents endowed with hybrid 
components. We consider the situation when the hybrid expert system agent contains neural 
network components. These hybrid expert system agents extend the traditional neural 
networks, making possible the use of them in a larger variety of situations. The hybrid expert 
system agents eliminate some disadvantages of the expert system agents. 
 
2. Proposed Hybrid Expert System Agents 
 

Hybrid agents can be well adapted for different problems solving [10]. We propose the 
endowment of the expert system agents with hybrid components. The proposed agents are 
called hybrid expert system agents. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a proposed hybrid expert 
system agent. 

Formally, a proposed hybrid expert system agent can be described as (2). 
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Hybrid Expert System Agent  =  
< Expert System Component > + < Neural Network Component > + < Other 
Components > +  < Agents’ Capabilities > .                                                  
(2) 

The environment where can operate a hybrid expert system agent may have different 
computational and physical components. In the same environment may operate humans and 
other agents. Sensor represents the agent’s sensor. The sensor perceives the state of the 
environment. Efector represents the agent’s efector. Efector can execute different actions in the 
environment. Communication represents the component capable of communication with other 
agents and humans. 

The informations and data transmitted by the sensor and communicated by other agents 
and humans are overtaken by the Decision component of the agent. Expert system represents a 
component that solves problems like the traditional expert systems. Neural network represents a 
component that solves problems like the traditional neural networks. Other illustrates the 
possibility to endow the agent with other hybrid components. Expert system, Neural network and 
Other are the problems solving components of the agent. We denote PSC = {PSC1, PSC2,…, 
PSCn} the problems solving components of the agent. A proposed hybrid agent is endowed 
with a set SP = {SP1, SP2,…, SPn} of specializations. The agent can solve using its 
specializations a set CL = {CL1, CL2,…, CLn} of classes of problems. Each specialization SPk 
allows the solving of a class CLk of problems (3). 

CLk  ⇒   SPk,  k = 1 .. n .                  
(3) 

Each specialization SPk is detained by a problems solving component SPCj of the agent. A 
problem-solving component SPCi detains a set {SPi1, SPi2,…, SPim} of specializations. An 
expert system component may detain more specializations in medical diagnosis. As examples of 
medical specializations of an expert system component, we mention specializations in 
subdomains of: dermatology, cardiology and general medicine. 
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    Figure 1. The hybrid expert system agent architecture 
 

The proposed hybrid agents can perceive and interact with the environment. They can 
communicate with other agents and humans that allow the cooperative problems solving. They 
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can learn and execute different actions in the environment autonomously. At the creation, a 
hybrid expert system agent is endowed with an initial set of knowledge. The agent can improve 
its knowledge in order to eliminate the erroneous and imprecise knowledge. He can learn new 
knowledge during its life cycle. The learning capability can be implemented in the Decision 
component of the agent. Decision can learn from communicated informations, by perceiving the 
environment and the consequences of executed actions by the efector. The understanding of 
the consequences of executed actions is necessary for an intelligent agent [17]. 

The algorithm called Problem Solving by a Hybrid Expert System Agent describes a problem PRk 
solving by a proposed hybrid expert system agent denoted HA. 
 
Algorithm - Problem Solving by a Hybrid Expert System Agent 
Step 1 - The problem’s description overtaking. 

@Communication overtakes the knowledge CK communicated by other agents and humans. 
@Sensor perceives the state SE of the environment. 

Step 2 - The problem’s data transmission to the decision component. 
Decision ⇐ Communication (CK). 
Decision ⇐ Sensor (SE). 

Step 3 - The problem formation. 
PRk = Decision (CK, SE). 
PRk = < Typek,  Descriptionk >. 

Step 4 - The establishment of the problem-solving component that will solve the problem. 
@Decision establishes the problems solving component PSCj that can solve the problem 
PRk. 

Decision (PRk) ⇒  PSCj. 
Step 5 - The establishment of the problem solving specialization. 

@PSCj establishes the specialization SPi necessary for the problem PRk solving. 
Step 6 - The problem solving. 

@PSCj solves the problem PRk, using the specialization SPi, obtaining the solution SOLk. 
PSCj (SOLk) ⇒ Decision. 
< MSG, DEST > = Decision (SOLk). 
If  ({MSG} ≠ ∅)  then 

Decision (MSG, DEST) ⇒ Communication. 
Communication (MSG) ⇒ DEST. 

EndIf 
[AC1, AC2,…, ACk]  = Decision (SOLk). 
If  ({AC1, AC2,…, ACk} ≠ ∅ ) then 

Decision ({AC1, AC2,…, ACk}) ⇒ Efector. 
@Efector executes the actions AC1, AC2,…, ACk. 

EndIf 
EndProblemSolvingHybridExpertSystemAgent. 
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In the following, we explain the Problem Solving by a Hybrid Expert System Agent algorithm. 

The Communication component overtakes the communicated knowledge CK by other agents or 
humans. The Sensor component overtakes the state of the environment SE. Based on CK and 
SE the Decision component establishes the problem PRk that must be solved. PRk has a type 
(class) Typek and a description Descriptionk. PRk can be specified explicitly (PRk is transmitted for 
solving by an agent or human) or implicitly (based on the informations communicated and/or 
informations transmitted by the sensor). 

After the problem PRk establishment the Decision component establishes the problem-
solving component PSCj capable to solve the problem PRk, and transmit the problem for 
solving to PSCj. PSCj establishes the specialization SPi necessary for the problem PRk solving. 
PSCj solves the problem PRk using the specialization SPi, obtaining the solution SOLk of the 
problem. SOLk may contain knowledge (information and data) MSG that must be transmitted 
to one or more destinations DEST and/or actions AC = {AC1, AC2,…, ACk} that must be 
executed by the effector. As examples of informations that must be transmitted to other agents 
based on a problem solution, we mention: the solution of the problem (the obtained solution 
must be transmitted to the problem sender), some informations extracted from the problem 
solution must be transmitted to an agent or a human etc. As examples of actions that can be 
executed after a problem solving, we mention the movement of the agent in the environment. 

A problem solving by a proposed hybrid expert system agent is realized at more levels. The 
first level corresponds to the problem PR_L1 formation based on the informations CK 
communicated by other agents or humans and informations SE obtained from the effectors. 
The second level corresponds to the problem PR_L1 processing by the decision component. 
After the problem PR_L1 processing by the Decision component is obtained a new problem 
PR_L2. The third level corresponds to the problem PR_L2 solving by the selected problem-
solving component Solving using the existent specializations. Solving will obtain the problem 
solution SOLk. 

The problem solving can be described formally as follows: 
Level 1 of processing 

Communication (CK,  SE) ⇒ Decision , 
Decision (CK,  SE) → PR_L1 . 

Level 2 of processing 
Decision (PR_L1) → PR_L2 , 
Decision (PR_L2) ⇒ Solving . 

Level 3 of processing 
Solving (PR_L2) → SOL . 

 
3. Conclusions and future work 

 
In previous works, we have proposed a novel class of agents called expert system agents [3, 4, 

5, 6, 12, 13]. Expert system agents and assistant expert system agents endowed with medical 
knowledge are used in novel hybrid medical diagnosis systems [3, 4, 5, 6]. Advantages of the 
expert system agents versus the traditional expert systems are analyzed in [4, 12]. The 
intelligence of the expert system agents is analyzed in [13]. The use of the expert system agents 
in hybrid medical diagnosis systems proves practically their intelligence. 
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In this paper, we have proposed a novel class of hybrid agents called hybrid expert system 
agents. Hybrid expert system agents represent expert system agents endowed with hybrid 
components. A hybrid expert system agent can be endowed with problems solving components 
like, neural network components. Each problems solving component of an agent can be 
implemented as a well-adapted problems solving method for a class of problems. For example, 
an expert system component can be well adapted for medical diagnosis [3, 4]. A neural network 
component can be well adapted for problems solving like noisy image recognition. A hybrid 
expert system agent can be better adapted for some problems solving versus the expert system 
agents. A hybrid expert system agent can solve efficiently a large variety of problems. 

A neural network component of a hybrid expert system agent solves problems like the 
neural networks. Hybrid expert system agent that uses neural network components has 
advantages in the problems solving versus the traditional neural networks. As opposite to the 
traditional neural networks, they can cooperate with other agents and humans in the problems 
solving. They can perceive and interact with the environment. A hybrid agent can be endowed 
with more neural network components. Each neural network component can be adapted for 
solving efficiently a class of problems. In the case of a transmitted problem, a neural network 
component will select the best-fitted specialization (neural network) for the problem solving. 
Using the proposed architecture the neural networks can be used more flexibly in the problems 
solving.  

In the literature, there exist many definitions of the agents’ intelligence [2, 13, 16, 18]. A 
proposed hybrid expert system agent can be endowed with capabilities like, adaptability and 
efficient cooperation capability with humans and other agents. These capabilities many times 
are considered components of an intelligent behavior. A hybrid expert system agent may adapt 
its behavior in order to solve more efficiently problems or to solve new problems. The 
adaptation of an agent can be realized by learning. A hybrid agent can be endowed with the 
intelligence necessary in different problems solving [10]. An agent must have only the necessary 
intelligence in the problems solving (problems that must be solved by the agent) [8, 9]. For an 
agent that must solve a very simple problem it is not necessary to be intelligent. The 
cooperative agents’ intelligence can be considered at the level of multiagent system where they 
operate. If the agents cooperate, they can solve intelligently difficult problems [2, 3, 4, 8, 11, 18, 
20]. 

The next research includes the use of the proposed hybrid expert system agents as members 
of the novel medical diagnosis system described in [3, 4]. A proposed hybrid expert system 
agent can be adapted for solving cooperatively with physicians, a larger variety of problems 
than the expert system agents can. 
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